DATA PROTECTION STATEMENT

EU-CONSULTATION ON POLICIES AND PRACTICES IN RELATION TO NEW FORMS OF WORKER MANAGEMENT THROUGH AI-BASED SYSTEMS AND OSH

Organisational part of the Agency entrusted with the processing of personal data
Executive Director (information(at)osha.europa.eu)

Purpose
The processing of personal data is necessary for the purpose of consultation on policies and practices in relation to new forms of worker management through AI-based systems and occupational safety and health (OSH) with the help of EU-OSHA’s focal points.

Legal basis

Type of data processed
Within the project, the following personal data will be collected depending on participant's choice: • full name • country • organisation • email

Lawfulness of processing
The processing is based on Article 5.1 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1725 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2018 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data by the Union institutions, bodies, offices and agencies and on the free movement of such data (hereinafter the Regulation).

Data recipients
The data will be stored by EU-OSHA and Visionary Analytics, using EU Survey’s online platform, the secured shared workspace server hosted by EU-OSHA as well as the secured shared workspace server hosted by Visionary Analytics. Access to all personal data and information collected in the context of this survey is only granted through UserID/Password to research team members of EU-OSHA and Visionary Analytics. No data is transmitted to parties which are outside the recipients mentioned. When analysis will be carried out, this will be
done in such a way so as to ensure that individual respondents are not identifiable. EU-OSHA may disseminate these data to the Agency’s broader stakeholders’ network, use it for accountability pur-poses and publish them on the Agency’s website and/or social media.

The data subject’s rights

Participating in the survey is voluntary. Data subjects have the right to request access to and rectifica-tion or erasure of personal data or restriction of processing concerning the data subject or, where ap-plicable, the right to object to processing or the right to withdraw consent at any time without affecting the lawfulness of processing based on consent before its withdrawal (Articles 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23 and 24 of the Regulation). Data subjects’ rights can be restricted only in the cases foreseen in Art 25 of the Regulation. If data subjects wish to exercise their rights or wish to submit a query regarding the processing of their personal data, they should contact Ms Vaida JANKAUSKAITE by using the following e-mail address: vaida@visionary.lt. Data subjects may always submit queries, remarks or complaints relating to the processing of personal data to EU-OSHA’s Data Protection Officer (DPO) by using the following e-mail address: dpo@osha.europa.eu. In case of conflict, complaints can be addressed to the European Data Protec-tion Supervisor (EDPS) using the following e-mail address: edps@edps.europa.eu.

Information on the conservation period of data

The research data collected in digital form will be stored for a maximum of 10 years. EU-OSHA will con-tinue to keep the data in the form of aggregated results.

Security measures

EU-OSHA and Visionary Analytics take appropriate security measures to protect against unauthorised access to or unauthorised alteration, disclosure or destruction of data. EU-OSHA’s security measures include internal reviews of data collection, storage and processing practices and security measures, including appropriate encryption of communication and physical security measures to guard against unauthorised access to systems where the Agency stores personal data. Visionary Analytics’ security measures include periodic testing of reliability of the Company’s servers and information systems, their resistance to congestions, cyber-attacks, viruses and other security-threatening factors. The company has in place measures protecting against use of illegal software, theft, data network misuses, software error, malware, user error, media destruction, computer hardware failure, and unauthorized physical access to where the data is stored.

Request for information

For any further information regarding the handling of their personal data, data subjects can address their request to EU-OSHA Data Protection Officer at: dpo(at)osha.europa.eu.
Recourse to the EDPS

Data subjects are entitled to make recourse to the European Data Protection Supervisor: http://www.edps.europa.eu, should they consider that the processing operations do not comply with the Regulation.

Date when processing starts

Date of the launch of the survey: February 22, 2021.
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